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Executive Summary
Introduction
Engrossed substitute senate bill 6440 amended requirements for Independent Medical Examinations
(IMEs) for administration of workers’ compensation claims by the Department of Labor & Industries
(L&I). The changes affected those employers who purchase workers’ compensation coverage from the
department (the “State Fund”) as well as those that are self-insured. The legislature also tasked the
department with establishing an IME Work Group (referred to in this report as the Work Group) to
discuss ways to improve the IME process and report findings and recommendations to the legislature
by December 11, 2020.

IMEs
An IME is a medical evaluation that may be requested by the State Fund or self-insured employer’s
claim manager. The medical information may be needed to assist claim managers in making certain
benefit decisions and in identifying how to ensure the worker has continued recovery. IMEs may also
be arranged in response to a request or issue raised by the attending doctor or the employer of injury.
The most common reasons that State Fund claim managers request exams are to establish whether the
worker has reached maximum benefit from treatment, determine any permanent impairment, and assist
in ensuring case progress (when worker recovery is seemingly stalled). High-quality examinations
should provide unbiased, accurate, and medically sound information to assist adjudication of the claim.
For workers, IMEs may create anxiety because the information reported by the examiner may directly
impact a benefit decision. In addition, they are instructed to meet with a doctor or doctors with whom
they do not have a relationship.
For State Fund and Self-Insured claim managers, IMEs are an important tool to help them make
decisions about what treatment is needed, whether a condition is related to the workplace injury, and
what benefits the worker may be entitled to receive.
The Work Group’s task was to discuss several issues surrounding IMEs and develop strategies for the
Department’s consideration to address these topics.
L&I regularly collaborates with stakeholder groups to improve IME processes and the quality of
service provided to customers. This legislative report includes an overview of IME improvements
made over the past five years.

The Work Group
L&I established a ten-member Work Group as required by ESSB 6440 and in collaboration with
representatives from the legislature, business, labor, and the IME provider community. Work Group
members are shown below.
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IME Work Group Members
Member

Representing

Derek Stanford

Senator (D)

My-Linh Thai

Representative (D)

Curtis King
Larry Hoff

Rick Clyne

Ryan Miller

Brenda Wiest
John Adams

Kristin McCoy
Doug Palmer

Senator (R)

Representative (R)

State Fund employers

Self-insured employers
Labor representative
Labor representative

IME physicians & panel companies
Attorney for injured workers

The legislature requested discussion of seven topics. The Work Group met four times between August
and October 2020. The seven topics were combined as follows:
1. Reducing the number of IME’s per claim with consideration for claim duration and medical
complexity
2. Scheduling and selection of examiners
3. Addressing workers’ rights issues in the IME process, including attendance, specialist
consultations, recording of exams, and distance/location of exams
4. Improving the efficiency of the process through better access to medical records and
availability of examiners
At each meeting of the group, department staff provided an overview of the discussion topics and any
available data and responded to questions from Work Group members. Potential strategies to address
the issues under discussion were recorded by staff during each meeting. After the final meeting, Work
Group members were asked to comment on each of the strategies discussed and to provide an advisory
vote to the department indicating whether they support the strategy.
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The Work Group requested data on IME cost, utilization, provider availability and reasons that IMEs
are requested. Department staff provided all data that was readily available. Although self-insured
employers are required to report data as of January 1, 2020, L&I has not yet had time to receive
sufficient self-insurance data to provide to the Work Group for their discussions. Therefore, the data
was limited to State Fund claims.

Findings and recommendations
Despite the need to meet virtually due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Work Group was engaged and
shared a variety of perspectives on the discussion topics. Across the seven topics, Work Group
members identified 25 strategies for the department’s consideration. Support for the strategies varied
from unanimous support (all votes received supported the strategy) to majority non-support (more than
half the votes received did not support the strategy). All strategies had some votes in support.
The department considered all strategies proposed by the Work Group, and added two: rulemaking to
define case progress (or lack thereof) and audio/video recording of IMEs. Case progress is included in
the list of reasons for IMEs delineated in ESSB 6440 but is not clearly defined. Rulemaking gives the
department an opportunity to define the term. No change is recommended at this time to the current
prohibition in rule for audio/video recording of IMEs.
The department considered the discussion and varied perspectives presented by the Work Group
members as well as the results of the advisory vote in deciding whether or not to recommend each of
the strategies.
The strategies the department recommends are listed below. Details about each of these strategies can
be found in the Recommendations section starting on page 21.
 Enforce current rules for consultations
 Conduct rulemaking to define case progress (or lack thereof)
 Invest in better IMEs by updating the fee schedule to improve the availability of examiners,
particularly specialists
 Focus on the subset of claims that have too many IMEs/Improve the availability and quality of
chart notes and required report documentation of attending providers
 Encourage consultations via attending provider and claim manager training on the process;
develop consultant list
 Set an enforceable deadline for claim/medical records to be sent to the IME firm (for self-insured
claims)
 Reduce duplicate documents in claim files by adding funding for technology and more department
staff to edit claim files
 Conduct rulemaking to give the department authority to place a self-insured claim IME on hold
 Update IME letters and materials to provide information on how to file a complaint, instead of just
providing a phone number
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 Conduct exit interviews of examiners who do not reapply for IME credentialing
 Update the fee schedule, making it preferential to in-state examiners
 Compensate examiners for IME record reviews when the worker fails to appear or there is a late
cancellation
 Revisit extensive requirements on documentation for the IME report to determine if they can be
streamlined
 Implement Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) to collect billing data for medical testimony
 Add incentives to recruit more bilingual examiners

L&I has already begun working on implementing 11 of these strategies. Seven other strategies are
recommended as future projects, which are dependent on resource availability. These strategies may be
referred to the department’s internal IME Steering Committee for discussion and prioritization.
External stakeholders will be engaged as work proceeds on each of these.
Nine more strategies are not recommended by the department:
 Establish standards for when additional IMEs are allowed to be requested by self-insured
employers
 Amend 60-day report rule (WAC 296-20-035) to incorporate stalled treatment situations and
mandate a consultation in lieu of an IME
 Increase 14-day notice period for IMEs ordered by self-insured employers
 Schedule all independent medical examinations (both State Fund and Self-Insured) through the
department
 Conduct audio or video recording of exam (until data related to the potential impact to IME
accessibility is obtained)
 Reduce IMEs for complex cases based on original bill language (SB 6440)
 Ensure attending providers are aware of a worker’s right to a consultation for stalled treatment and
second surgical opinion per the original bill language (SB 6440)
 Reconvene Work Group when EDI data is more mature
 Research how Washington compares with other states

The Work Group also considered distance/location of the exam, but no strategies were identified
specific to this discussion topic. As required by ESSB 6440, the department will be addressing in rule
how to accommodate the worker when there is no reasonably convenient examiner of the needed
specialty near the worker’s community.
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Conclusion
The department greatly appreciates the Work Group’s time and input. While stakeholder perspectives
on how to achieve the highest quality, most efficient processes to ensure appropriate benefit decisions
are not always aligned, the discussion provided valuable insights that will assist the department in
continuing to improve IMEs for workers, insurers, and providers.
Work Group members were provided with a draft copy of the report for their review and comment.
Comments are included in the report as Appendices H through K.
Though the Work Group has completed its work, the department will continue to work with
stakeholders to implement the recommendations.
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Background information
Engrossed substitute senate bill (ESSB) 6440 amended requirements for Independent Medical
Examinations (IMEs) for administration of workers’ compensation claims by the Department of Labor
& Industries (L&I). The changes affect those employers who purchase workers’ compensation
coverage from the department (the “State Fund”), as well as those who are self-insured. The legislature
also tasked L&I with establishing an IME Work Group (referred to in this report as the Work Group) to
discuss ways to improve the IME process and report findings and recommendations to the legislature
by December 11, 2020.

INDEPENDENT MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS (IME)
An IME is a medical evaluation that may be requested by the State Fund or self-insured employer’s
claim manager. The medical information may be needed to assist claim managers in making certain
benefit decisions and in identifying how to ensure a worker has continued recovery. IMEs may also be
arranged in response to a request or issue raised by the attending doctor or the employer of injury. The
most common reasons that State Fund claim managers request exams are to establish whether a worker
has reached maximum benefit from treatment, determine any permanent impairment, and assist in
ensuring case progress (when worker recovery is seemingly stalled). High-quality examinations should
provide unbiased, accurate, and medically sound information to assist adjudication of the claim.

Examiners
IMEs must be performed by independent medical examiners approved by the department. Examiners
are licensed doctors whose credentials meet specific criteria as outlined in WAC 296-23-317, sections
1-3. IMEs are primarily coordinated by firms that must also meet specific criteria outlined in WAC
296-23-317, section 4. IME firms facilitate the scheduling of and payment to providers for
examinations and any required follow-up such as additional reports and testimony. IME firms enable
the examiner to work independent of insurer influence by having the insurer make referrals to the IME
firms, which then selects the examiners. Recruitment and retention of examiners is key to the success
of IME firms. Financial compensation to the examiners, as well as requirements related to preparing
for, conducting, and documenting the examination, may influence a doctor’s willingness to perform
IMEs.

Referrals
In 2015, the department implemented an IME scheduling system to randomize the way State Fund
claim referrals are distributed by having the IME firms assign claims to examiners. The majority of
State Fund referrals are now assigned through this system. Self-Insurance IME referral procedures vary
by insurer. Some insurers contact IME firms directly by phone to schedule exams. Some IME firms
have scheduling available online through their website. In addition, in a few instances, third-party
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administrators managing the self-insurer’s claims have systems in which they generate and transmit
scheduling requests to IME firms. Like State Fund, self-insurers can request a specific examiner or
simply a specialty, leaving the IME firms to assign the specific examiner.

Perspectives on IMEs
IMEs are regarded differently by each of the three groups they involve: workers, employers and claim
managers, and attending physicians.
 For workers, IMEs may create anxiety because the information reported by the examiner may
directly impact a benefit decision. In addition, they are instructed to meet with a doctor or doctors
with whom they do not have a relationship.
 For State Fund and Self-Insured claim managers, IMEs are a tool to help them make decisions on
what treatment is needed, whether a condition is related to the workplace injury, and to what
benefits the worker may be entitled.
 Attending physicians may request an IME when they are unable or unwilling to answer questions
related to worker benefits. They may also perceive an IME being requested by the claim manager
to be “second-guessing” their clinical judgment.

History of IME improvements
The department collaborates with stakeholders regularly to identify and implement improvements to
IMEs for State Fund and self-insured claims.
Stakeholder engagement
The department convenes two stakeholder groups three to four times per year:
 The IME Business and Labor Advisory Team was established in 2007. The team meets a minimum
of three times per year and includes representatives of the department, business, labor, and the selfinsurance ombuds. This group is the primary venue for business and labor representatives to advise
the department on quality improvement initiatives, research and evaluation, best practices, and
incentives related to IMEs for injured workers. It represents the broader community of both State
Fund employers and self-insurers. This group provides input on IME organizational concepts and
directions with a visionary view, as well as providing insight on short- and long-term strategies in
support of IME initiatives and future legislative mandates.
 The IME Roundtable was established in 2010. This group meets a minimum of three times per
year. It includes physicians and staff from IME firms, as well as department staff. The purpose of
the IME Roundtable is to bring together department staff, IME company representatives, and IME
providers in a formal setting to facilitate communication, provide education, foster a strong
working relationship, and develop mutual process improvement initiatives.
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Specific improvements have been made to the IME process, including or based on:
 Updated standards for examiners: Following implementation of the Medical Provider Network
(MPN) in 2013, the rules for credentialing independent medical examiners were updated to meet
or exceed and to be more consistent with the requirements for MPN providers. These requirements
are found in WAC 296-23-317.
 Randomization and equitable distribution of referrals: For State Fund claims, an IME scheduling
system was launched in June 2015. The scheduling system rotates referrals to distribute them
across all IME firms by linking to an internal database of approved IME firms, examiners, and
their locations. The system sends the referral offer to IME firms for consideration. The system
looks for firms with examiners available within a 10-mile radius of the worker’s residence and if
none are available, the search distance is incrementally increased. Offers are sent based on the last
date a firm received an offer so that firms that have been waiting the longest are given priority.
Once the referral is accepted, the firm assigns examiners to conduct the exam.
 Worker satisfaction exit surveys: The department collected worker satisfaction survey data from
State Fund workers who attended an IME between 2011 and 2016. Throughout this period, 87
percent of workers reported being satisfied or very satisfied with the IME process.
 IME fee schedule updates: The department makes regular updates to the IME fee schedule as part
of an annual cycle as well as in response to stakeholder feedback. Recent fee schedule updates
include:
o

Increased payment amount for IME procedure codes effective July 1, 2017. The update
followed a 2016 request from a coalition representing Washington State IME firms and
examiners (Washington IME Coalition).

o

Also in response to the coalition, in 2019 L&I activated a procedure code to increase
reimbursement to additional IME providers for complex IMEs to the same rate that primary
providers are reimbursed for complex IMEs.

o

Added payment for review of imaging records in 2019 after discussion with examiners who
reported spending significant time reviewing electronic images from radiologic diagnostic
studies in preparation for the IME.

In 2020, the department established an internal work group to research and update the IME fee
schedule. The Work Group will engage with stakeholders to identify and prioritize other fee schedule
updates.
Improving timeliness of exam referrals and decisions
In 2016, the State Fund collaborated with the Retrospective Rating community to address concerns
about when it was appropriate to obtain an IME. The IME Pilot implemented an administrative
solution and generated positive effects, which included:
 Increased two-way lines of communication and improved working relationships
 New processes to address participants’ concerns
 Training and education for L&I and Retro employers and staff
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 Informed development of the IME toolkit for self-insured employers
 Increased consistency between State Fund and self-insurers on the appropriateness of obtaining an
IME

Self-Insurance Section
In 2016, L&I developed an IME toolkit to provide the self-insurance community best practices on the
use of IMEs. The department met with IME providers, the Office of the Ombuds for Injured Workers
of Self-Insured Employers, members of the Washington State Association for Justice, and the
Washington Self-Insurers Association to gain insight on their experiences with self-insurance IMEs.
The department staff has formally trained internal and external self-insurance claim managers on the
toolkit multiple times and has widely distributed the resource.
The Medical Bill Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is a component of the 2016 Self-Insurance Risk
Analysis System (SIRAS) project funded by the self-insured employers. Through EDI, self-insured
employers electronically report data about the medical bills they pay on their workers’ compensation
claims. Using data gathered through EDI, it will be possible to analyze how many IME bills were
reported per claim, percent of reported claims with an IME code billed, average cost per IME bill paid
and if an amount greater than the fee schedule was paid on IME bills. Reporting is mandatory as of
January 1, 2020. This data will be used to inform future analyses, but was not sufficient to inform the
Work Group’s discussion at this time. The self-insurance program worked closely with members of the
self-insurance community throughout the SIRAS project.
Spinal impairment ratings
Washington Adminsitrative Codes (WACs) 296-20-230 through 296-20-280 detail the category rating
system for spinal impairment following injury. Category ratings are used to determine the amount of
permanent partial disability award due to a worker. Spinal impairment rating worksheets were
developed to assist doctors when they are rating spinal impairment. The Washington State Association
for Justice raised concerns that the worksheets were inconsistent with the applicable WACs and
resulted in category ratings that were lower than if the rule language was followed. Department
analysis revealed that this was true in some cases and, for some, the ratings were higher. For others,
there was no difference between the worksheet and the rules. The department subsequently removed
the worksheets and directed examiners to rely solely on the category rating rules.
Examiner availability for testimony
Concerns were raised about some examiners not making themselves available for deposition and
testimony. In response, the department reinforced the requirements for examiners by adding language
detailing the requirements to the Medical Examiners’ Handbook, the IME Provider Agreement, and the
IME Provider Welcome letter.
L&I IME Steering Committee
IME improvement efforts rarely include just one program in the department. Recognizing the need to
ensure alignment of all department programs involved with IMEs, L&I established an internal steering
committee. Goals for the committee work include:
 Improving agency collaboration and the exchange of IME information across agency programs
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 Increasing communication, transparency, and accountability in IME efforts through structured
meetings and prioritization of issues
 Decreasing duplicative efforts (waste) of resources within the agency by increasing awareness and
tracking of IME improvement efforts

Program areas represented on the steering committee are Claims Administration, Health Services
Analysis, Legal Services, Office of the Medical Director, Region 2 (IME Scheduling Unit), and SelfInsurance.
COVID-19 adjustments
In response to Governor Inslee’s Stay Home, Stay Healthy proclamation the department worked with
the IME firms and examiners to implement several changes in order to ensure worker and provider
safety and continued access to IME services. Changes in place as of this writing include:
 A temporary policy to allow IMEs to be conducted via telemedicine (real-time audio-visual
connection) for specified conditions when all parties (examiner, worker, and claim manager) agree
to a telemedicine exam
 A temporary policy to compensate examiners for completion and documentation of the record
review when the exam is subsequently canceled and rescheduled with another IME firm
 Temporary suspension of orders to reduce fees for late examination reports
 Clarification of the requirements for requesting a forensic exam (respond to questions based on
record review) in lieu of patient examination
 Notice to IME firms that they cannot refuse an accompanying person because the examination
room is not large enough to allow for social distancing (if they cannot accommodate an
accompanying person, then they should cancel or reschedule)

ESSB 6440 IME WORK GROUP
ESSB 6440 amended requirements for IMEs for administration of workers’ compensation claims by
L&I for those employers who purchase coverage from the department (the “State Fund”) as well as by
employers that are self-insured. The legislation also created an IME Work Group to develop strategies
or consider ways to improve the IME process. Specifically, the Work Group was directed to:
 Develop strategies for reducing the number of medical examinations per claim while considering
claim duration and medical complexity;
 Develop strategies for improving access to medical records, including records and reports created
during the course of or pursuant to an examination;
 Consider whether L&I should do all the scheduling of independent medical examinations;
 Consider the circumstances for which independent medical examiners should be randomly selected
or specified;
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 Consider workers' rights in the independent medical examination process including attendance,
specialist consultations, the audio or video recording of examinations, and the distance and
location of examinations;
 Recommend changes to improve the efficiency of the independent medical examination process;
and
 Identify barriers to increasing the supply of in-state physicians willing to do independent medical
examinations.

In addition, the department was required to report its findings and recommendations to the legislature
by December 11, 2020.

Work Group members
The department convened the Work Group, comprised of the following members:

IME Work Group Members
Member

Representing

Derek Stanford

Senator (D)

My-Linh Thai

Representative (D)

Curtis King
Larry Hoff

Rick Clyne

Ryan Miller

Brenda Wiest
John Adams

Kristin McCoy
Doug Palmer

Senator (R)

Representative (R)

State Fund employers

Self-insured employers
Labor representative
Labor representative

IME physicians & panel companies
Attorney for injured workers
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While ESSB 6440 also amends certain requirements for IMEs which apply to both the State Fund and
to self-insured employers, these changes were beyond the scope of the Work Group. Briefly, these
changes included:
 Adding specific criteria for when an IME can be ordered
 Ensuring exams are conducted at a location reasonably convenient to the worker, or via
telemedicine, if deemed appropriate by the department
 Addressing in rule how to accommodate the worker if no approved medical examiner in the
specialty needed is available in the worker’s community
 Placing limits on no-show fees assessed by the department or self-insurer
 Requiring the IME report to be shared with the worker, their attending provider, and the person or
entity ordering the report (the department, self-insurer, or Board of Industrial Insurance Appeals)

Meeting format & approach
The department scheduled four (4) three-hour meetings to cover the seven topics presented above.
Some topics covered a similar theme and were grouped as follows:
Meeting

Topic(s)

Date/Time

1

Reducing the number of IMEs per claim

Aug 13, 2020

Develop strategies, with consideration for claim duration and
medical complexity

9am-12pm

Scheduling & selection of examiners
• Consider whether all IMEs should be scheduled
through L&I
• Consider how examiners should be randomly
selected or specified

Aug 25, 2020

Workers’ rights

Sept 16, 2020

Consider workers’ rights in the IME process including
attendance, specialist consultations, recording exams, and
distance/location of exams

1pm-4pm

Efficiency, access to medical records, and availability of
examiners

October 6, 2020

2

3

4

9am-12pm

9am-12pm

Develop strategies for improving efficiency of the IME
process, access to medical records, and identify barriers to
the in-state supply of examiners
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Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the meetings were held virtually using Zoom. The meetings were
open to observers. For each meeting, department staff presented an overview of the discussion topics
and any available data. After a question and answer session with staff, the Work Group was provided
with several discussion questions, and encouraged to identify shared values and goals and to suggest
strategies to address each of the topic areas.
The department presented State Fund data to address several questions raised by the Work Group. A
summary of this data is in Appendix A. Unfortunately, similar data is not yet available for self-insured
claims. Reporting through the Medical Bill Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) for self-insured
employers became mandatory on January 1, 2020. EDI data will be used to inform future analyses, but
was not sufficient to inform the Work Group’s discussion at this time.
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Findings
After all meetings were completed, each Work Group member was asked to comment on each of the
strategies discussed, and to provide an advisory vote to the department indicating whether they support
the strategy.

MEETING 1 TOPIC: REDUCING THE NUMBER OF IMES PER
CLAIM
During this meeting, department staff presented an overview of the use of IMEs in workers’
compensation, alternatives to IMEs, the reasons that a worker may be asked to attend more than one
IME, and strategies used by the department to ensure the appropriate use of IMEs. Presentation
materials for this meeting are in Appendix B, and voting results on the strategies discussed are in
Appendix G.
The Work Group requested data on the distribution of IMEs per claim. During calendar years 2015 to
2019, there were more than 554,000 accepted claims, of which just over 89,000, or 16 percent,
included an IME. Of the 89,000 claims that included an IME, over 86,000 (93 percent) had one or two
IMEs.

Figure 1: Distribution of IMEs per claim (claims with one or more IME)

The Work Group had a robust discussion around the use of medical consultations in lieu of an IME. A
consultation is a medical visit with someone other than the attending provider. Consultation with a
specialist may be requested by the attending provider to assist with the treatment plan. In other cases,
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an administrative rule (e.g. WAC 296-20-045) requires that a consultation be performed to ensure
medical care is effective and continues to be needed.
Potential benefits of consultations identified by the Work Group include:
 More timely information may be available to the claim manager
 Consultation may be a less stressful situation for the worker
 An option could be available to be deployed with additional claim manager training and increased
awareness for attending and consulting providers

Concerns regarding consultations include:
 Whether a consultation should be considered equivalent to an IME
 What training should be required for consultants
 Availability of consultants
 Potential for perceived bias if the consultant is not agreed to by both the worker/representative and
the claim manager/self-insurer.

The Work Group discussed concerns that chart notes and required reports from attending physicians do
not consistently provide objective findings, physical restrictions and treatment recommendations.
When the claim manager cannot obtain this information, one of the strategies to get this information is
to schedule an IME.
Additional strategies to reduce the need for IMEs included improving the quality and availability of
examiners, which reduces the need to request an additional opinion, and closer regulation of IMEs for
workers of self-insured employers.
During the third meeting, the group also discussed two additional strategies specific to the topic of
reducing the number of IMEs per claim: Enforce existing rules for consultations, and focus on the
subset of claims that have multiple IMEs.

Work Group response
Several strategies were identified to address the topics discussed during the meeting related to reducing
the number of IMEs, and additional data was provided on the distribution of IMEs per claim (Figure 1)
which was subsequently discussed during a later meeting. Results of the Work Group voting are
available in Appendix G.
The votes unanimously supported the following strategies:
 Focus on the subset of claims that have too many IMEs
 Enforce current rules for consultations
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A majority of the votes supported these strategies:
 Improve the availability and quality of chart notes and required report documentation by attending
providers
 Establish standards for when self-insured employers are allowed to request additional IMEs
 Encourage consultations via attending provider and claim manager training; develop a consultant
list
 Invest in better IMEs by updating the fee schedule to improve the availability of examiners,
particularly specialists

The votes were evenly divided in support of the following strategies:
 Amend the 60-day report rule (WAC 296-20-035) requiring that an examination and report must
be completed when the worker requires treatment beyond 60 days following injury. Amendment of
this rule would incorporate stalled treatment situations and mandate a consultation in lieu of an
IME.
 Increase the 14-day notice period for IMEs scheduled by self-insured employers

MEETING 2 TOPIC: SCHEDULING AND SELECTION OF
EXAMINERS
During the second meeting, the Work Group considered whether all IMEs should be scheduled through
the department and how examiners should be randomly selected or specified. Department staff
presented an overview of the State Fund’s IME scheduling system that makes referrals to IME firms,
and described what would need to be considered if the department were responsible for scheduling
IMEs for self-insured workers’ compensation claims. Presentation materials for this meeting are in
Appendix C, and voting results on the strategies discussed are in Appendix G.
For the most part, the Work Group felt that there was not sufficient data available at this time to
support having the department schedule IMEs for self-insurance in addition to State Fund claims. The
group noted such an undertaking would require significant resources from the department, and they
expressed concern that inserting another step into the request process for self-insurers would delay
scheduling and decisions for self-insured claims. A few Work Group members felt strongly that having
the department schedule all IMEs for self-insured employers would facilitate randomization and reduce
the likelihood of the same examiners being used all the time.
In its discussion regarding random selection of examiners, the Work Group discussed potential
rulemaking to limit hand-selection of examiners. Members shared concerns that self-insurers may
select specific examiners to perform IMEs and that this may contribute to perceived bias. Reasons cited
for selecting specific examiners include using the same examiner for re-opening, when the use of a
specific examiner is agreed by all parties, and insurer preference to use the highest quality examiners
based on the insurer’s perception. For the most part, the group felt these strategies needed more
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discussion to address potential impacts. L&I can sponsor such discussions through existing stakeholder
groups to consider further improvements in State Fund and/or Self-Insured processes.
The Work Group also discussed another potential strategy to reduce the number of IMEs per claim
during this meeting -- rulemaking to give the department authority to place a self-insured claim IME on
hold under certain circumstances in response to a worker’s protest or request for reconsideration. The
department currently has the authority to intervene to resolve disputes about the necessity of an IME.
However, many times, the department is not notified of a dispute until very close to the scheduled
exam date. The delay in notification about disputes, along with current statutory requirements and
timelines for the department to request that self-insurers provide copies of claim files, make it difficult
and sometimes impossible to intervene prior to the scheduled examination. A concern about this
strategy is that it may delay benefits or necessary treatment. On the other hand, there may be
alternatives worth further discussion or research; for example, modernizing the statutory process for
the department of obtain self-insured claim files, requiring that the department must receive a worker
dispute within a specified timeframe in order to place the IME on hold, and/or requiring submission of
the claim file in certain situations without waiting for a dispute. Given the limited time available for the
Work Group to identify and consider alternatives, this is an issue that warrants further discussion.
During this meeting, the group also discussed data limitations and suggested that the department
consider reconvening the Work Group when the EDI data for self-insured employers is more mature,
researching access to data from other states for comparison purposes, and collecting medical testimony
billing data via the self-insurance EDI.

Work Group response
The votes unanimously supported the strategy of collecting medical testimony data via the selfinsurance EDI and votes were evenly divided in support of reconvening the Work Group when the EDI
data is more mature.
Less than half of the votes supported the following strategies for the department:
 Scheduling of all independent medical examinations requested by self-insured employers
 Rulemaking to limit hand-selection of examiners
 Rulemaking to give the department authority to place a self-insured claim IME on hold
 Research to understand how Washington compares with other states

MEETING 3 TOPIC: WORKERS’ RIGHTS
During the third meeting, the Work Group considered workers’ rights in the IME process. Department
staff presented an overview of the department’s procedures to notify the worker of the IME request and
the rescheduling of IMEs, the department’s procedures to address worker complaints about an IME,
issues surrounding audio or video recording of the IME, and the distance/location of IMEs.
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Presentation materials for this meeting are in Appendix D, and voting results on the strategies
discussed are in Appendix G.
The Work Group expressed interest in ensuring that workers know they have a right to file a complaint,
and how to file it. A potential strategy was identified to update the IME notification letter and other
materials to provide information on how to file a complaint.
The Work Group had a robust discussion about audio or video recording of IMEs. A potential benefit
of recording is that the worker has a record of what happened during the examination. Concerns were
expressed about examiners being unwilling to conduct exams if they are being recorded, the risk of the
recording being released into social media, the potential cost for use of a videographer for video
recording, and insurer capacity to store the recording if it needs to be part of the official record.
Several potential factors contribute to workers needing to travel a significant distance to attend an IME
including the limited availability of some specialists. The requirements to be credentialed as an
examiner, the requirements for conducting and documenting exams, and the amount examiners are paid
per exam may limit the willingness of some physicians to perform IMEs. Specific recommendations to
address travel distance were not discussed during this meeting.
The Work Group also briefly discussed two strategies that included references to the language in the
original version of the bill (SB 6440). One strategy was to reduce IMEs on complex cases with specific
limitations on when/under what circumstances an IME could be scheduled. The second strategy was to
notify attending providers of the worker’s right to a consultation with a specialist to resolve issues
regarding medical treatment. If the attending provider does not facilitate a consultation within 14 days,
an IME can be scheduled.

Work Group response
The votes unanimously supported a strategy to update IME letters and materials to provide information
on how to file a complaint instead of just providing a phone number.
The Work Group discussed but did not vote on a strategy specific to recording an IME. The department
considered all perspectives in developing a recommendation to the legislature on this topic.
The votes were evenly divided in their support of these two strategies:
 Reduce IMEs for complex cases based on the original bill language (SB 6440)
 Ensure attending providers are aware of a worker’s right to a consultation for stalled treatment and
second surgical opinion per the original bill language (SB 6440)
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MEETING 4 TOPIC: EFFICIENCY, ACCESS TO MEDICAL
RECORDS, AND AVAILABILITY OF EXAMINERS
During the final meeting, the Work Group discussed strategies for improving efficiency of the IME
process, access to medical records, and barriers to the in-state supply of examiners. Department staff
presented State Fund data on the length of time from IME referral to receipt of the IME report. Staff
also described how IME examiners access medical records for review prior to the IME and provided
data on the number of in-state examiners and potential barriers to increasing their number. Presentation
materials for this meeting are in Appendix E, and voting results on the strategies discussed are in
Appendix G.
The Work Group discussed several points in the IME process where delays may occur, including the
need to wait for diagnostic studies before completing the report and the use of multiple examiners.
When there are multiple examiners, they may not all be available on the same day which extends the
time needed to conduct the exam. It also requires the examiners to collaborate to ensure a cohesive
report. The Work Group generally agreed that high quality IMEs with minimal or no delays is the goal.
The Work Group discussed a potential strategy to establish criteria for expedited exams and to pay
more for those exams. This strategy may help reduce delays when treatment is needed to avoid harm to
the worker due to lack of appropriate treatment. Concern was expressed that expediting an exam by
waiving the 14-day notice requirement in WAC 296-14-410 (3) (a) may not have the intended effect,
and that paying more for an expedited exam could contribute to further delays on non-expedited
exams.
The discussion about access to records included file size of records, duplicate records in State Fund
claim files, and concerns that self-insured employers may not be providing all relevant claim file
information to the IME firm early enough to enable the examiners to review the file prior to the exam.
The group discussed two potential strategies: reducing duplicate documents in State Fund claim files
and ensuring that all relevant records are provided well in advance of the examination. Addressing the
size and organization of State Fund claim files would require significant resources for the department.
The impact on self-insurers is unknown.
The Work Group had significant discussions about barriers to examiner availability, particularly for instate examinations. There are many reasons that examiners don’t do or stop doing IMEs, but no data is
available to help focus efforts for improving examiner supply. Anecdotal reports include non-compete
clauses with their primary employer; retirement; dissatisfaction with the financial compensation and/or
the burdens that are encountered, particularly with complex cases or cases that require testimony; and
lack of education and training for examiners. Several potential strategies emerged, including:
 Conducting exit interviews with non-renewing examiners
 Compensating examiners for review of medical and vocational (where appropriate) records on
IMEs with late cancellation or when the worker fails to attend a scheduled IME appointment (noshow)
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 Revisiting IME report documentation requirements
 Increasing the use of bilingual examiners
 Updating the IME fee schedule to encourage in-state physicians to do IMEs.

Work Group response
Several strategies were identified to address the three major topics discussed during the fourth meeting.
The votes unanimously supported the following strategies:
 Conducting exit interviews with examiners who don’t apply for recredentialing
 Recruiting bilingual examiners by using incentives

A majority of the votes supported these strategies:
 Establishing criteria for an expedited exam in certain circumstances and increasing payment for
these exams
 Compensating examiners for record review on IMEs with late cancellation or no-show
 Reducing duplicate documents in claim files, with funding for technology and department staff
 Set an enforceable deadline for records to be sent to the IME firm (for self-insured claims)
 Revisiting extensive requirements on documentation for the IME report

The votes were evenly divided in their support of a strategy to update the IME fee schedule to
encourage in-state physicians to do IMEs.
Just prior to the final Work Group meeting, multiple recommendations were submitted to the
department by one of the Work Group members. There was insufficient time to incorporate them into
the final Work Group discussion. However, the recommendations were subsequently distributed to all
Work Group members and retained by the department for future consideration. The document is
included in this report as Appendix F.
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Recommendations
The department considered all strategies proposed by the Work Group and added two strategies: (1)
rulemaking to define case progress (or lack thereof), and (2) continuing the prohibition on audio/video
recording of IMEs. The recommendations are presented in this section under the relevant discussion
topic required by the legislature.
The Work Group members shared valuable insights regarding each of the discussion topics. The
department considered the discussion and varied perspectives presented by the Work Group members,
as well as the results of the advisory vote, in deciding whether to recommend each of the strategies.

TOPIC (A): DEVELOP STRATEGIES FOR REDUCING THE
NUMBER OF MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS PER CLAIM WHILE
CONSIDERING CLAIM DURATION AND MEDICAL COMPLEXITY
Eight strategies were identified by the Work Group, and one by the department. Five of those are
recommended by the department.

Recommended by the department
 Enforce current rules for consultations

This will be addressed through refresher training and updated reference materials on IME best
practices for State Fund and self-insured claim managers. The training will emphasize the
importance of obtaining information from the attending provider if possible and considering a
consultation prior to requesting an IME. Training will also include information to increase
awareness of worker perceptions and potential anxiety about IMEs.
 Rulemaking to define case progress (or lack thereof)

This strategy was identified by the department. The current definition of curative and rehabilitative
in WAC 296-20-01002 (under proper and necessary) is not clear/objective. Providing a clear
definition can assist claim managers in determining if case progress is stalled, perhaps without the
need to obtain an IME. It may also reduce or address the concern of multiple IMEs beng used to
gain “preponderance of evidence.” This will require stakeholder work and cross-program
coordination and prioritization.
 Invest in better IMEs by updating the fee schedule to improve the availability of examiners,
particularly specialists

The department began a comprehensive review of the IME fee schedule during summer 2020. The
effort will include research into other state’s fee schedules and best practices. It will also include
stakeholder discussions to identify primary objectives for the fee schedule (which may include
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preference for in-state examiners, promoting quality) and to ensure the proposed updates meet
those objectives.

Recommended for future projects
 Focus on the subset of claims that have too many IMEs/Improve the availability and quality of
chart notes and required report documentation by attending providers

The department will consider future projects to measure the problem and develop resources and
strategies to reduce the subset of State Fund and self-insured claims with too many IMEs. This
work requires more detailed analysis to define “too many” and to understand the characteristics of
claims that have more IMEs, which may include medical complexity, age of claim, and frequency
of IMEs requested. This analysis is likely to be resource-intensive. It also will require stakeholder
discussions when more data is available. The topic has been referred to the department’s internal
IME Steering Committee for discussion and prioritization.
The department will also incorporate the strategy to improve documentation by attending providers
into the work on the subset of claims with too many IMEs. The department will consider whether
attending provider documentation challenges contribute to the need to order IMEs.
 Encourage consultations via attending provider and claim manager training; develop a consultant
list

The department will consider future projects to identify when/how consultations may be more
appropriate than an IME. This will require stakeholder meetings, change management, and
potential rulemaking. The topic has been referred to the department’s internal IME Steering
Committee for discussion and prioritization.

Not recommended by the department
 Establish standards for when additional IMEs are allowed to be requested by self-insured
employers

The department feels that the language in ESSB 6440, specifically the changes to RCW 51.36.070
(1) (a), clarifies circumstances under which IMEs can be ordered. The department is considering
how best to address the ability to place a self-insured IME on hold under certain circumstances.
The department also intends to define case progress to help reduce or address the issue of multiple
IMEs.
 Amend 60-day report rule (WAC 296-20-035) to incorporate stalled treatment situations and
mandate a consultation in lieu of an IME

The department recommends rulemaking to define case progress, but will undertake that
rulemaking separately and not amend the 60-day report rule.
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 Increase 14-day notice period for IMEs ordered by self-insured employers

This would set different standards for State Fund and self-insured claims, and introduce additional
delays for self-insured claim adjudication. The department is also considering how best to address
the ability to place a self-insured IME on hold.

TOPIC (B): DEVELOP STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVING ACCESS
TO MEDICAL RECORDS, INCLUDING RECORDS AND REPORTS
CREATED DURING THE COURSE OF OR PURSUANT TO THE
EXAMINATION
The Work Group discussed two strategies. Both of these are recommended by the department.

Recommended by the department
 Set an enforceable deadline for claim/medical records to be sent to the IME firm (for self-insured
claims)

Records are available for State Fund claims upon acceptance of the referral. The Medical
Examiners’ Handbook indicates that the self-insured employer or their third party administrator
should provide medical records at least 10 days before the exam. Because this requirement is not in
policy or in rule, the department’s self-insurance program is unable to enforce it. The department
will consider policy or rule solutions.

Recommended for future consideration
 Reduce duplicate documents in claim files, with funding for technology and department staff

The department will consider future projects and incremental enhancements. This is a significant
undertaking and likely requires a technology solution. Consideration of potential enhancements
may be included as part of the workers’ compensation system modernization project that is
currently underway.

TOPIC (C): CONSIDER WHETHER THE DEPARTMENT SHOULD
CONDUCT ALL THE SCHEDULING OF IMES
The Work Group discussed two strategies. One of those is recommended by the department.
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Recommended by the department
 Rulemaking to give the department authority to place a self-insured claim IME on hold

While this strategy did not receive a majority of votes, it may address some of the concerns that
prompted interest in having L&I schedule all IMEs. Work is under way to decide on an approach to
resolve the issue, which may include rulemaking.

Not recommended by the department
 Schedule all independent medical examinations through the department

This was not supported by the majority of the work group and could introduce delays for
scheduling IMEs on self-insured claims. The primary concern that prompted this suggestion is
likely an interest in ensuring that the examiners are not hand-selected by the self-insured employer,
but rather are randomly assigned.

TOPIC (D): CONSIDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES FOR WHICH
INDEPENDENT MEDICAL EXAMINERS SHOULD BE RANDOMLY
SELECTED OR SPECIFIED.
One strategy was discussed by the Work Group and recommended by the department.
 Rulemaking to limit hand-selection of examiners

While this strategy to limit hand-selection of examiners did not receive a majority of votes, it may
address some of the concerns that prompted interest in having L&I schedule all IMEs, and can
mitigate the perception that exams are not truly independent when examiners are hand-selected. It
will require stakeholder discussions to identify criteria and develop appropriate processes. It may
also require adjustment of the self-insurance medical billing EDI data, because data on specific
examiners is not currently reported through the EDI -- only payments to IME firms are reported
(firms in turn pay the examiners). Rulemaking will be considered as an option following analysis.

TOPIC (E): CONSIDER WORKERS’ RIGHTS IN THE IME
PROCESS INCLUDING ATTENDANCE, SPECIALIST
CONSULTATIONS, THE AUDIO OR VIDEO RECORDING OF
EXAMINATIONS, AND THE DISTANCE AND LOCATION OF
EXAMINATIONS
The Work Group discussed four strategies. One of those is recommended by the department.
As required by ESSB 6440, the department has filed a CR101 to address in rule how to accommodate
the worker when there is no reasonably convenient examiner in the needed specialty near the worker’s
community.
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Recommended by the department
 Update IME letters and materials to provide information on how to file a complaint instead of just
providing a phone number

The department and self-insured employers can include instructions in the IME notification letter
and IME pamphlet for workers. This requires updating certain State Fund and self-insured
policies, system-generated letters, and training materials.

Not recommended by the department
 Audio or video recording of exam

To best address this issue, the department needs more information. While the group did not vote
on a strategy, there was considerable discussion both in support of and opposed to recording of
IME exams. It’s unclear whether or how allowing workers to record IMEs might impact access to
IME providers, since many are unwilling to continue doing exams if recordings are allowed.
Gathering data and information to understand the potential impact is important to ensure changes
don’t cause avoidable increased disability days and costs. Administratively, there are several
issues that must be resolved, including retention, storage, protecting the integrity of the recording,
and whether or how recordings might be used in litigation.
 Reduce IMEs for complex cases based on original bill language (SB 6440)

The Work Group is supportive of a related strategy to focus on a subset of claims with many
IMEs, which the department recommends for future consideration. Implementing the detailed
criteria from SB 6440 for all claims, including the 93 percent of claims with fewer than three
IMEs, may not be efficient.
 Ensure attending providers are aware of workers’ rights to a consultation for stalled treatment and
second surgical opinion, per the original bill language (SB 6440)

The department recommends rulemaking to define case progress, and is considering future
projects to encourage consultations under appropriate circumstances, which addresses the intent of
this strategy.

TOPIC (F): RECOMMEND CHANGES TO IMPROVE THE
EFFICIENCY OF THE IME PROCESS
One strategy was discussed by the Work Group and recommended by the department for future
consideration.
 Establish criteria for expedited exams in certain circumstances and increase payment for those
IMEs

Criteria already exist for expediting exams in certain circumstances. Broadening the criteria may
potentially delay other exams if the examiner pool is not sufficient. This recommendation would
require rulemaking to define the criteria.
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TOPIC (G): IDENTIFY BARRIERS TO INCREASING THE SUPPLY
OF IN-STATE PHYSICIANS WILLING TO DO IMES IN THE
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION SYSTEM
Eight strategies were discussed. Six of those are recommended by the department.

Recommended by the department
 Conduct exit interviews with examiners who do not reapply for credentialing

The department will work with stakeholders to develop, implement, and report on the exit
interviews for non-renewing examiners.
 Update the fee schedule – preferential to in-state examiners

Another recommendation was made by the Work Group to invest in better IMEs to ensure an
adequate supply of examiners. The department began a comprehensive review of the IME fee
schedule during summer 2020. The effort will require research into fee schedules and best
practices for other workers’ compensation and disability insurers. It will also require stakeholder
discussions to identify primary objectives for the fee schedule (may include preference for in-state
examiners) and to ensure the proposed updates meet those objectives.
 Compensate examiners for record review on IMEs with late cancellation or no-show

This compensation is currently in place under temporary policies related to the COVID-19
pandemic. The department will consider making this permanent in the IME fee schedule review
that is underway.
 Recruit more bilingual examiners using incentives

The department will consider options to assess the potential pool of bilingual examiners and the
barriers to their recruitment. IME firms are responsible for recruiting examiners, and the
department will work with the IME Roundtable to assess the situation.

Recommended for future consideration
 Revisit extensive IME report documentation requirements

The department will consider a future project to review best practices for IME report
documentation to identify whether changes are appropriate. This work will require stakeholder
discussions when the review of documentation best practices is complete. The topic has been
added to the department’s internal IME Steering Committee for discussion and prioritization.
 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) – Collect billing data for medical testimony

The self-insurance medical billing EDI does not currently include billing data on payments to
providers for medical testimony. The department will consider addition of this data to the EDI
requirements for self-insured employers so that further analysis can be performed along with
analysis of State Fund data.
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Not recommended by the department
 Reconvene Work Group when EDI data is more mature

As the self-insured EDI data matures to enable more accurate evaluation of State Fund and selfinsured processes incremental projects can be undertaken. Given standing department stakeholder
groups and close working relationships with others, there is not a specific need to reconvene the
full Work Group.
 Research to understand how Washington compares with other states

Workers’ compensation regulations and data definitions vary from state to state, making clear
comparisons difficult. The department does consider information about other state’s processes
when establishing policies and applies that information when possible and appropriate.
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Conclusion
Independent medical examinations (IMEs) are an important tool that assists claim managers in making
benefit decisions to support worker recovery and return to work, and determining permanent partial
disability ratings. While stakeholders understand the value of independent opinions, their perspectives
on how to achieve the highest quality, most efficient processes to obtain these opinions are not always
aligned. The department regularly engages with stakeholders to identify and implement improvements
to ensure quality and efficiency.
The Work Group discussed seven topic areas and suggested 25 strategies for the department’s
consideration. The discussion provided helpful insights that informed the department’s
recommendations. L&I recommends strategies to ensure workers know how to provide feedback about
their IME, focus on the appropriate use of IMEs, and improve examiner availability while ensuring
quality; and to improve efficiency of IME processes for State Fund and self-insured employers.
The Work Group has completed its work. The department greatly appreciates their time and input, and
will continue to work with stakeholders to implement these recommendations.
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Appendix F:
Washington Independent Medical
Coalition Suggested Strategies

WASHINGTON INDEPENDENT MEDICAL
COALITION
SUGGESTED STRATEGIES FOR 6440 MEETING #4
The Washington IME Coalition has the expertise and ideas to make the IME system work more
efficiently and bring more physicians into the system. Many of the ideas below have been
previously presented over the years to L&I in the form of Quality Improvement Initiatives, and
have included streamlining of reports, strengthening assignment letters, and specific proposals to
increase fees in areas that would address the most pressing problems. The response to most of
these proposals has been to put them off or vague promises they are “working on it.” We hope
this task force takes these proposals more seriously, since our firms and providers want an
independent, IME process driven solely by the best medical evidence and the fairest, influencefree medical opinions for workers, and, by extension, all stakeholders

What changes could improve the efficiency of the independent medical
examination process?
•
•

•

PREPARATION
Better quality cover/assignment letters. The accepted/allowed/denied/contended conditions
need to be clearly stated on all letters, including those from self-insured employers. The purpose
of the exam needs to be clearly stated also. The cover/assignment letters need to be more
precise on listing the correct accepted/allowed/contended body parts (right vs left).
Medical records must be available prior to the IME. All pertinent medical records need to be
available at least two weeks before the IME to allow adequate for medical review. Often,
important records such as diagnostic reports and operative notes are missing. If the
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•

•

cover/assignment letter asks for job analyses to be reviewed, we need to have them at the time of
the IME exam. We spend a lot of time chasing down missing records and job analyses after the
IME appointment which delays finalization of the IME report.
Three weeks for report turnaround rather than two. The fourteen-day turnaround time does not
allow enough time for quality panel reports. Twenty-one days would allow our physicians to
ensure accuracy which would reduce the need for addenda or multiple IMEs.
Schedule IMEs earlier in the claim to establish a baseline and avoid claims dragging
on/spiraling. An IME early in the claim helps establish the CORRECT diagnoses (a frequent
problem with non MD attending providers); helps design a treatment plan that provides evidence
based benchmarks for the “life” of the claim. Once a treatment plan agreed to by the AP comes to
a close, an IME should be ordered for rating. Rating is a specialty all its own. It is not taught in
medical school and requires expertise and training beyond board certification. An earlier second
opinion, with complete records, accomplishes these other goals:
•

•

Accurate diagnoses: A screening process is needed to determine the correct diagnosis
very early on in the process – and for many claims an early IME should serve as this
screening. Once something is accepted that is not accurate, it complicates the case. This
also ensures that “other” conditions (cancer, MS, etc.) are not the underlying cause of the
worker’s symptomatology.
Treatment plans with benchmarks: Approved by the AP, this would ensure the injury
recovery has a predicted course, accessible to all involved.

When considering additional IMEs: Identify cases where an additional IME is needed
after one has already been completed and create a process to review these IME
requests and clearly identify the purpose for the second or additional IME. This will
have to be implemented by the claims handling side of things, which could include a
manager approval process on these IME requests, for example.
If a second or additional IME is needed on the same claim for the same condition, it
should be scheduled with a different doctor and different firm. This would ensure
different eyes were looking at the claim.
Provide contact information for all persons who have to be contacted for
telemedicine approvals. This should be done at the time the appointment is made, and a
there should be a consistent reporting method so all parties are on the same page.
Require unpaid time off for workers to attend IME appointments. If the worker is still
working for the employer of record, they must give them paid time off to attend an
IME. However, if they have a new job, they do not get time off. While employers should
not have to pay for workers to have time off if they are not the employer of injury, they
should be required to allow them unpaid time off for the IME.
COMMUNICATION
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•

•

•

•
•

Better communication to injured workers from all parties (L&I, Self-Insured Employer,
Attorneys) about what an IME is and why they should go. Establish a system of communication
with injured workers that allows the IME to be completed effectively to avoid delays and the need
for additional IMEs. So much information is web-driven these days that it seems reasonable to
counteract the bad actor narrative dominating the internet regarding IMEs.
Increase availability to actual claims managers, for both injured workers and for IME providers.
Too often we are immediately directed to voicemail causing a three-day delay. We hear the same
from injured workers. This time delay can have severe impacts on the timeliness and quality of an
IME. If IME providers are without answers to cover letter questions, missing records, or testing
authorization, the final report is delayed and the providers are fined. This does not drive quality
and clarity.
Department of labor and industries should appeal to major healthcare systems to either fast
track or incentivize or otherwise promote imaging or other testing requests that are scheduled
part of an independent medical exam. The number of available facilities has declined for the past
5 years and scheduling imaging or testing (EMG/NCV, laboratory, etc.) as part of an IME has
become a huge uncompensated staffing and cost burden. IME providers struggle simply to finalize
the report. In an ideal world, claims managers should ensure that a recent (within 6 months)
update/retest of any historical imaging or testing is part of the file when it is submitted for IME
scheduling. It is far more efficient to have an AP request and schedule such testing and forward
the most recent testing results to the IME provider. Test providers demand control of test
scheduling. This results in delaying IME’s for more than a week to get testing scheduled since the
worker often has “no idea” why a testing facility has been contacting them (even though it has
been explained to them in detail).
PROCEDURE
Addendums should only be allowed if the IME was within the last 90 days. It is becoming more
and more common to see addenda being requested on reports that are 6 months older, past the
time the examination was completed. Critical medical information can change significantly in that
amount of time, leading to confusion and conflict with the original report conclusions. Frequently,
intervening documentation is shoddy or lacking. To ask for rating, or other important information,
without a new examination, is unfair to the worker.
Claims managers should request specialties, not providers, and the IME companies should select
physicians by expertise. Injured workers receive a much more accurate assessment of their
condition if they get the right type of provider in the first place (this would also decrease
unnecessary IMEs).
Audio and video recording should not be allowed OR, only be allowed by all parties
agreeing as per current CR 35 rules to ensure integrity and confidentiality of video for
claim purposes only. Even under CR 35 rules, audio and video recording for legal
examinations creates significant delays and is used for intimidation - the recording is never
used in depositions or trial proceedings. This means the recording was not necessary to
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the case. Recording invites “performances” for all involved, and destroys the necessary
rapport a physician must establish with an injured worker. This is grounded in
communication. A worker that is given an HONEST outline of what an IME is, what will
happen, what the possible outcomes and protest processes are, is NOT going to feel
intimidated, or “forced” into something that they cannot do anything about. An IME
provider is not their enemy, and is not their friend. They are an OBJECTIVE,
INDEPENDENT and NEW set of eyes to look at their injury and provide FAIR,
OBJECTIVE and EVIDENCE BASED conclusions. There is no evidence to support the
assertion that these examinations are adversarial, except those workers who have been
terrified by their attorneys into believing that myth.

What would help the supply of in-state physicians willing to do
independent medical examinations in the workers' compensation
system?
PAYMENT
Increased fee schedule rates will attract physicians to the system. The current fee
schedule allots 1 hour of time paid. If record review is done ahead of time and/or the case
is complex, review and QA hours drive down the physician’s take-home on every
exam. Example, a 150-page IME standard ortho, neuro, chiro exam in Oregon bills $825$925. If over 150 pages, they are able to charge additional hours for larger files. Oregon
pays 50% of the fee of an IME for a no show or late cancel. Similarly, reducing
cancellations and increasing payment for no-shows will drive improved, early
record review for a better discussion with the worker, and higher quality
reports. Committing to rescheduling a no-show with the same provider will ensure that
providers don’t feel exams are “lost” for no fault of their own and would ensure adequate
compensation for doing record reviews ahead of the exam.
In-state physicians would work more if travel was a billable fee code. To facilitate
laws requiring physicians to do IMEs closer to the worker’s location, the State needs
doctors who are willing to travel to smaller towns and areas. There should be an hourly
rate for travel for physicians PLUS their mileage. Since they are physicians, $100/hour
would be appropriate base compensation for their time while travelling.
RELATIONSHIP
•

Change how the Department handles complaints. When the OMD renews a physician’s provider
number for only one year, for complaints that could be easily resolved, it is a slap in the face. The
already undercompensated physician is far less likely to continue doing IMEs. The department
tends to “take the word” of injured workers, over that of the examining physicians, without
questioning of any kind. The physician’s response is utterly disregarded. Most companies do exit
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•

evaluations for every injured worker, and frequently, a chaperone has been present during the
examination. This is documented to the department, in detail, when a “complaint” occurs. It is
unclear how, or even if, the Department uses this information, when they are researching
complaints against physicians. The overwhelming experience of injured workers in our offices is
very positive. We regularly hear that we have spent more time with them than their attending
providers, that we listened to them, and they were treated “really well.” They are frequently very
happy that a medical doctor is actually seeing them in person, FREQUENTLY, for the very first
time. The “complaints” are overwhelmed by the number of positive responses we get from
injured workers, but the Department, and the legislature, turn a blind eye to these documented
experiences. If you only seek out the negative; that is all you will find.
Respect the Independent Medical Examiners’ medical opinions. Rules were along ago adopted
by L&I that require IME providers be board certified in their specialty, as well as imposing
education, and other requirements, to ensure only “top notch” physicians can become
independent medical examiners. Independent medical examiners’ evidence-based conclusions
are being questioned by attending providers who have never attended medical school, lawyers for
employers who have never attended medical school, and claims staff at both L&I and self-insured
employers who have never attended medical school. In addition, the utilization of occupational
nurse consultants at L&I, who were brought into “triage” claims with the express purpose of
reducing IMEs, are making decisions based on the file alone, and are not trained in the way that
IME physicians are trained. This does nothing except insert delays in a process that worked much
better when IMEs were used to perform this function.
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Appendix G: Voting slides
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Appendix H:
Washington IME Coalition Joint
Response

WASHINGTON IME COALITION COMMENTS TO 6440 TASK FORCE REPORT
November 30, 2020

The Washington Independent Medical Exam Coalition (the “Coalition”) thanks the Department for all of
the time and effort put into the 6440 Workgroup. We believe the process was collaborative and that
efforts were made to fully hear and understand all stakeholder perspectives.

The Coalition is in general agreement with the report and its recommendations. The measured approach
to the recommendations is very reasonable and the development of additional opportunities for further
stakeholder input is an appropriate and well received next step. Many of the recommendations will help
IME providers and panels – particularly recommendations that work to increase the number of examiners
willing to do IMEs, such as the recommendation to update the fee schedule with preference to in-state
examiners.

However, the Coalition does have significant concerns regarding the emphasis on consultations,
particularly some of the language surrounding it in the report, and we would appreciate greater attention
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to our recommendations on this topic. While we agreed the Department should enforce the existing rule
on consultations (WAC 296-20-045), we did not agree with the recommendation “Encouraging
consultations, attending provider and claims adjudicator training and develop a consultant list.” This
assumes, without any objective data to support such a policy, that a consultation may be used in
preference to an independent medical evaluation in all instances. It further assumes that such
consultations provide equivalent medical expertise to independent medical evaluations. No data has been
submitted to support these assumptions.

The report mentions the “robust discussion” but does not identify the major concerns voiced during the
workgroup meetings, particularly concerns about bias. If the Department intends to encourage
consultations rather than IMEs, we believe there are a number of steps which must be taken in any rule or
policy making on the subject:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Stakeholder discussions must include IME physicians in addition to attending physicians,
particularly if discussing appropriateness of IME versus consultation.
A very clear definition of “consultation” should be established in rule or law to show how a
consultation differs from an “independent medical exam.”
The Department should very clearly define rules for how and when a consultations are
conducted to clearly separate them from IMEs.
Everyone in the system should be educated regarding the bias that automatically is inherent
when a provider gets to choose the physician who will review their case.
If consultations are to be given equal weight in decisions to an IME and considered with the
same validity, then the requirements of consulting doctors should be the same as for IME
physicians, including the same level of training and expertise required for consulting doctors
and the same reporting and documenting requirements. This would include requiring the
consulting physician to review ALL records and do a record review of ALL records. An
interview of the patient should be required along with an exam and a review of the patient’s
medical history. Only if all of this is done equally should compensation be the same (or even
comparable) as for an IME. Consultants must also be subject to the same oversight by the
Provider Review and Compliance unit as IME providers.
Consultations should be performed by an unbiased physician not in the same practice. This
should include an agreement that the consulting physician will not be taking over the injured
workers’ case nor performing any treatment or surgery on the injured worker.
Consultations should only be utilized if the injured worker’s attending physician is an MD or
Chiropractor.
Approved IME examiners should automatically also be on any list of consultants provided to
attending providers.
Attending providers or consultants who disagree with IMEs should have to provide objective
medical evidence, in compliance with the Occupational Health and Safety Medical Treatment
Guidelines to support any disagreement, as are IME providers. This could reduce the number
of repetitive IMEs, particularly in situations where the attending provider is not an MD.
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We would also like to address the current IME Roundtable process. We feel that the process needs to
become much more collaborative. . Attendance and participation would greatly improve if those
meetings were truly “roundtable” discussions with respect to improving quality IMEs. This could be
accomplished by allowing IME physicians and panels to provide agenda items to the Department in
advance of each roundtable along with any supportive data and documentation, as well as more input,
generally, on IME policies.

Finally, we also would like to continue ongoing stakeholder work through inclusion of IME panel and
physician representatives on the IME Business/Labor Advisory Committee. Through this inclusion, we will
be able to have more discussions similar to those had by the task force in an effort to identify/resolve
issues before they become problems.

In closing, we are generally in agreement with the report/recommendations. We look forward to future
opportunities to continue to partner with all stakeholders to improve the IME system.

For more information please contact:

Kristin McCoy, 6440 Workgroup Member – Kristin.mccoy@mesgroup.com
Or
Carolyn Logue, Lobbyist for Washington IME Coalition – Carolyn.logue@comcast.net
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Appendix I:
Employer Representative Joint Response
COMMENTS ON REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE, LEGISLATIVE WORK GROUP ON INDEPENDENT MEDICAL
EXAMINATIONS (ESSB 6440 IMPLEMENTATION)
Employer Representatives Rick Clyne (State Fund) and Ryan Miller (Self-Insurance)
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments for inclusion in the Department's report to the
Legislature. We are writing as representatives of the workers’ compensation employer community, Rick
Clyne having been nominated by the Association of Washington Business to represent primarily State
Fund employers, and Ryan Miller by the Washington Self-Insurers Association to represent primarily selfinsured employers. Throughout this process we have enjoyed the support and consultation of members of
our nominating organizations and colleagues throughout the employer community.
We would like to congratulate the Department on a well-managed, methodical, transparent, and datadriven project, the completion of which was made all the more challenging given the constraints of online
meetings during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Our view of IME administration remains as we described it over the course of the four work group
meetings: we seek the continual development and maintenance of a process for independent medical
examinations that promotes fairness and objectivity, is protective of injured worker interests, recruits and
retains the highest quality examiners, and supports the overarching policy goals of industrial insurance.
In these brief comments, we would like to highlight three areas: Recognition of ongoing work to improve
IMEs, points of agreement with Department recommendations, and points of further concern.
1. Ongoing work to improve IMEs
The Department's report is notable for its discussion, at pp. 6-9, of a long history of stakeholder
engagement and actionable steps taken to improve IMEs in both the State Fund and Self-Insurance
contexts. This is important, as we don't believe this background is always well known to the Legislature
when it considers changes to the statutes governing IMEs.
The background history includes two stakeholder groups that have met quarterly for at least a decade and
have involved both external stakeholders and personnel from multiple programs and platforms within the
Department. The report lists numerous changes and improvements to IMEs that have arisen from this
ongoing work, notes that this structure has already begun implementation of eleven of the work group's
identified strategies, and reaffirms the Department's commitment to engage with external stakeholders as
work proceeds.
We endorse the continued advancement of these processes both on our own behalf as well as on behalf
of the organizations that nominated us, and believe that in the absence of acute concerns requiring urgent
address, these various stakeholder discussions offer a superior forum in which to collect data, consider
implications, and implement IME improvements when contrasted with the compressed timelines,
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competing issues, and political contentions of a legislative session. We agree with the Department that all
of its recommended strategies can be pursued without further legislative involvement.
2. Points of agreement with Department recommendations
Of those recommended strategies, we believe that most of them, if implemented, will improve IME
access, experience, and usefulness for injured workers, aid in the recruitment and retention of high quality
examiners, and provide additional data from which further strategies may be considered.
For example, investing in better IMEs by updating the fee schedule, introducing incentives to recruit
bilingual examiners, and conducting exit interviews with non-renewing examiners can only help recruit
and retain excellent examiners. Updating information to workers on how to bring an unsatisfactory
examination to the Department or self-insured employer's attention is important. Reducing duplications
and redoubling efforts to enforce current rules and focus on the subset of claims that are truly
problematic will also improve the system.
3. Points of further concern
We share concerns with two recommended strategies and disagree with the Department's pursuit of
them. First, we do not believe the Department should engage in rulemaking to assert the authority to
place an IME on hold. This idea was not supported by a majority of the working group, presumably
because the threat and underlying process for placing an IME on hold would likely delay necessary and
proper care to injured workers and add expense for all participants of the examination, in contravention of
the goals of the system.
Similarly, although the idea is only tentatively described, we have concerns with rulemaking regarding the
selection of examiners. This concept likewise did not receive a majority of votes in the work group, and
operates on a loaded term, "hand-selection." As discussed in the second work group meeting, there are
many legitimate reasons the Department or self-insurer may request a specific examiner when possible,
such as the availability of specific specialty expertise. In the rare instance where a party to the claim has
valid articulable concern about an examiner, there is ample time for the worker or (in State Fund cases)
the employer to suggest an alternative. If the Department continues its investigation of this topic, it
should do so on the same evidence-based, even-handed basis on which this work group operated,
eschewing loaded terms or preconceptions.
Respectfully submitted,
Rick Clyne, Washington State Farm Bureau (for State Fund employers)
Ryan Miller, Hall & Miller, P.S. (for Self-Insured employers)
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Appendix J: Senator King and
Representative Hoff Joint Response
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Appendix K: Labor, WSAJ, and
Democratic Member Response
ESSB 6440 WORK GROUP REPORT

Lead Author: Douglas M. Palmer
Representing a majority of Labor interests

Introduction

The Legislature, in ESSB 6440, created a work group whose purpose was to develop ideas,
strategies, and proposed legislation to reform the use of special medical examinations, provided for in RCW
51.36.070, by the Department of Labor & Industries and Self-Insured Employers. To that end, the work
group was instructed to address the following topics:

•

Developing strategies for reducing the number of medical examinations per claim,
while considering claim duration and medical complexity.

•

Developing strategies for improving access to medical records, including records
and reports created during the course of or pursuant to an examination.

•

Consider whether the Department of Labor & Industries should do all scheduling
of these special medical examinations.

•

Consider the circumstances for which special medical examiners should be
randomly selected or specified.

•

Consider workers’ rights in the special medical examination process including
attending, specialist consultations, the audio or video recording of examinations,
and the distance and location of examinations.
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•

Recommend changes to improve the efficiency of the special medical examination
process.

•

Identify barriers to increasing the supply of in-state physicians willing to do special
medical examinations in the workers compensation system.

In the work group meetings, these directives were grouped into four areas, some more broad than
others. The first addressed limiting the volume of special medical examinations. The second addressed
problems associated with the scheduling of special medical examinations by Self-Insured Employers. The
third addressed workers’ rights. The final meeting addressed miscellaneous topics like efficiency, access to
medical records, and in-state medical examiners.

Through the testimony of injured workers to the legislature last session, the annual reports of the
Self-Insurance Ombuds, and the reports collected by Washington’s labor unions, one thing is clear: injured
worker’s rights to transparent and fair examinations are not being protected under the current rules and
laws. ESSB 6440 codified the Department’s existing processes, but did not go far enough to protect injured
workers during these examinations. More can and should be done.

The Legislature should enact most of the reforms to the one-time medical examination system
included in the original Senate Bill 6440. The Legislature should end all Preponderance or Cumulative
Examinations. The Legislature allow injured workers to record these examinations.

Ending Preponderance or Cumulative Examinations

Preponderance or Cumulative Examinations occur where the Department or Self-Insured Employer
orders an additional examination or examinations in order to break a numerical “tie” of medical opinions to
justify typically a denial of treatment and/or benefits. The delays caused alone warrant ending this practice.
After ordering the first examination, approximately fifty to ninety days later, the report is received. The
attending physician is then given an opportunity to agree or disagree with that report, which then occurs a
few weeks to a month after their receipt of the report. If the attending physician disagrees, rather than
making a claims processing decision, the claims manager orders a Preponderance or Cumulative
Examination. This should end.

Despite what the one-time examiners might say, injured workers know exactly what these
appointments are for: justification for denial of treatment and/or benefits from a doctor they do not know,
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they did not pick, and they do not trust. It is no coincidence these examinations occur after their doctors
recommend additional treatment or benefits. Attending them is simply part of the process for workers who
have been injured on the job.

Attending one compulsory medical examination is bad enough for these workers. Attending a
second one, just because their doctor disagreed with the first one, is worse. As is detailed further below, it
simply creates delay without adding anything of value to the claims manager’s decision-making process.
Preponderance or Cumulative Examinations are a violation of our workers’ guarantee to sure and certain
relief for the purpose of reducing to a minimum their suffering and economic harm. RCW 51.04.010; RCW
51.12.010.

Under the Department’s current regulations, injured workers are guaranteed that any notice is
mailed to them fourteen days prior to the examination. In practice, this means injured workers have around
a 10-day notice by the time it is delivered by the USPS. The examiner is then required to send their report
to the Department within fourteen days (with some exceptions) of the examination. WAC 296-23347(3)(a). This means the regulation permits, at its quickest, a twenty-eight-day turn-around between
scheduling an examination and receiving the report. According to the Department’s data, the actual time
ranges between fifty-one and ninety-two days.

This timeline is important when the group is tasked with improving efficiency for injured workers.
When an injured worker needs surgery for a pinched nerve, every day that nerve dies a little. It will then
take months for that nerve to regenerate, if it does at all. A single examination means nearly a two to threemonth delay in the Department making a claims processing decision, let alone actually having the surgery
performed.

Preponderance or Cumulative Examinations double that time to one-hundred to one-hundred and
eighty days, or three to six months. As soon as an examination is scheduled, neither the Department nor
Self-Insured Employers are obligated to authorize any additional treatment or pay any medical bills for
conditions to be addressed by the examination. The claim is frozen. The Legislature should end
Preponderance or Cumulative Examinations.

The Department provided the workgroup with its one-time examination data. But they were unable
to identify the volume of these Preponderance or Cumulative Examinations. What we do know from their
data is that from 2015 to 2019, there were 6,465 claims with three or more examinations. While most
claims do not have these Preponderance or Cumulative Examinations, the complex claims, the difficult
claims are where more examinations are ordered.
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No one is suggesting the complete elimination of these one-time examinations. They are a tool
used in every state’s workers compensation system. But what this data shows is ending Preponderance or
Cumulative Examinations will have zero effect on the Department’s processing of 93% of claims. In the
complex claims, it will speed resolution and move them along by eliminating the introduction of an
additional fifty to ninety-day delay in making a claims processing decision (e.g., authorizing surgery,
allowing the claim, paying time loss).

Permitting the Department and/or Self-Insured Employers to create an additional three-month delay
means three more months of pain for the injured worker. It means three more months of disability. It
means three additional months of the worker being unsure if they can pay their rent or mortgage. It is unfair
and punishing to injured workers.

The Legislature should end Preponderance or Cumulative Examinations by adopting the language
contained in the original SB 6440:

The total number of examinations per claim is limited as follows:
(i) One examination prior to an order under RCW 51.52.050 or 51.52.060, allowing or
denying a new claim, becoming final and binding.

(ii) One examination for a permanent disability evaluation. Another permanent disability
evaluation examination is allowed following each time a claim is reopened under RCW
51.32.160 or if the department or self-insurer authorizes further curative or rehabilitative
treatment.

(iii) One examination following the filing of any application to reopen a claim under RCW
51.32.160 and prior to a final order under RCW 51.52.050 or 51.52.060 allowing or
denying reopening of the claim.

(iv) Additional examinations may be performed after a final allowance order or final order
to reopen a claim and prior to any permanent disability evaluation but no more than one
examination per each new medical issue.
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This provides a flexible framework that allows these examinations to occur prior to claim allowance or
reopening, at claim closure, and whenever a new medical issue arises in a claim.

“Stalled” Treatment Plans

The Department has previously expressed concern about their ability to address “stalled” treatment
plans. The prototypical example of this is where ninety days of physical therapy has been provided and the
attending physician orders an additional thirty to sixty days of therapy. The Department wants the ability to
double-check that recommendation. They already have the authority to do this.

First, in WAC 296-20-035, where treatment has been occurred beyond sixty days, the Department
has the authority to order a consultation. A consultation is an examination with a local area specialist to
address whether and what types of further treatment would help the patient. WAC 296-20-045. In other
words: ask for a second opinion from a local provider. This gives the Department ample authority and
opportunity to address these stalled plans, and, unlike a one-time examination under RCW 51.36.070, the
consulting physician is actually able to provide any recommended treatment to the injured worker, further
reducing unnecessary delays.

If there is not an available consultant, then the newly adopted “New Medical Issue” definition from
ESSB 6440 gives the Department authority to order one of these one-time examinations:

"New medical issue" means a medical issue not covered by a previous medical examination
requested by the department or the self-insurer such as an issue regarding medical
causation, medical treatment, work restrictions, or evaluating permanent partial disability.

(Emphasis added). Nothing additional needs to be added to the one-per-issue cap on one-time examinations
from the original SB 6440. With that being said, if the Department were to adopt rules defining stalled
treatment plans, we would support that rule-making process. But it is important the rule not be so overbroad as to effectively negate the elimination of preponderance or cumulative examinations.

Examiner Reimbursement Rates
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During the meetings, the representative of the panel companies expressed concern over the low
reimbursement rates. This was identified as a potential barrier to recruiting additional specialists to do these
examinations. We do not object to the Department adjusting reimbursement rates. However, this should
not be a simple across-the-board increase.

The system has plenty of orthopedic surgeons and neurologists performing examinations. We are
underserved in specialties like Ophthalmology, Vascular Surgery, Pulmonology, etc. The Department
should identify under-served specialties and under-served communities. If, for example, there is only one
vascular surgeon in the state doing one-time examinations, then it should adjust the fee schedule to pay
more to vascular surgeons who sign up. If those vascular surgeons are performing examinations in Seattle,
then the Department should adjust the fee schedule to pay them more to perform examinations in Spokane,
Yakima, and Portland-Vancouver.

We do not believe the Department requires additional statutory authority to make these changes.

Self-Insured Employer Examinations

Workers whose employer have qualified to self-insure in our system face their own challenges with
these one-time examinations. Generally, in cases involving self-insured employer, the Department
intervenes when there is a dispute between the injured worker and their employer. Where a dispute is
made, the Self-Insurance Section must then request a copy of the claim file from the Self-Insured Employer.

Per RCW 51.32.195, the Department is required to send a certified-mail request to the self-insured
employer. They then have ten business days from receipt to respond. This is effectively fourteen calendar
days.

As noted above, the minimum notice requirement for these examinations is fourteen days. This
means the notice has to be mailed no later than fourteen days prior to the examination. Therefore, in selfinsured cases, if an injured worker disputes the schedule of examination, the Self-Insurance Section must
request a copy of the claim file from the self-insured employer. This gives the Department insufficient time
to receive the file, review the file, and adjudicate the dispute.
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Furthermore, it is rare for the Self-Insurance Section to actually pause or delay exams while it
investigates. During the second meeting of the workgroup, the Department asserted it does not have the
authority, under current law, to order a pause to an exam to adjudicate a dispute. We think they do under
RCW 51.32.190(5), but it is concerning the Department believes it does not.

Practically, this means injured workers, with legitimate concerns, face an impossible choice
imposed by RCW 51.32.110. They either go ahead and attend an examination, conceding the issue or they
do not attend. But if they do not attend and the Department later determines it was without good cause,
then the worker faces having their benefits and claim suspended. In other words, do they go to an improper
examination, or risk having their benefits stopped? It is a lose-lose choice for workers and the self-insured
employer community knows this.

To fix this problem, two statutory changes are necessary in self-insured cases. First, the minimum
notice requirement of the examination should be increased to twenty-eight days. This gives the injured
worker approximately one-month notice of the examination. Second, the time Self-Insured Employers have
to return the claim file should be reduced to five business days. The Department must also be clearly told
that it has the authority to pause the examination, where necessary, to resolve the dispute. This gives the
injured worker more time to file a dispute and gives the Department more time to adjudicate such disputes.

Some members to the work group expressed concern over the potential delays imposed by such
disputes. Those concerns are misplaced. While a dispute will cause a delay, it is a dispute initiated by the
injured worker. If a worker wishes to impose a delay in care because of concerns over an examination, then
that is a choice the worker can and should make in advance. The current system robs them of that choice by
forcing them to choose between attendance or claim suspension. It forces them to choose between
attendance and paying their rent or between attendance and having enough money for food or gas.

The original SB 6440 should be adopted, with minor changes, to enact this important policy
change. It provides the necessary protections for injured workers in the scheduling of examinations:

(d) In claims involving self-insured employers:

(i) Notices of examinations scheduled pursuant to RCW 51.36.070 must be mailed to the
injured worker no later than twenty-eight days prior to the examination.
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(ii) Where a timely dispute of the examination has been filed by the injured worker, the
Department shall adjudicate whether or not the injured worker should be compelled to
attend.

(iii) If the Department cannot resolve a dispute by the injured worker regarding their
attendance at the examination within seven days of the examination, it shall delay the
examination until the dispute is resolved.

Also, the Legislature should amend RCW 51.32.195. With electronic transmission of claim file documents,
sending a certified letter and then giving self-insured employers 10 working days to prepare and transmit
documents is a statute from a by-gone era. It should be amended to read:

On any industrial injury claim where the self-insured employer or injured worker has
requested a determination by the department, the self-insurer must submit all medical
reports and any other specified information not previously submitted to the department.
When the department requests information from a self-insurer by certified mail, the selfinsurer shall electronically submit all information in its possession concerning a claim
within ten five working days from the date of receipt of such certified notice.

Not only will this increase efficiency in resolving examination disputes, it will also increase efficiency in
resolving all disputes between injured workers and self-insured employers.

These changes are protective of injured workers and their rights. When this state created the selfinsurance program, it wisely understood the power disparity between self-insured employers and injured
workers. The law created a dispute mechanism whereby injured workers can go to the Department to
resolve disputes. That process has not worked for several decades regarding these one-time examinations.
Given the Department an opportunity to resolve disputes in advanced protects injured workers.

This is also a good place to address a few miscellaneous issues regarding the process of
transmitting and reviewing records for these examinations. The Department’s file document system
contains all records it receives in chronological order. This means its medical record documents contain
many duplicate records and records that are not organized by date of service. The workgroup agreed that a
technological upgrade to allow the Department create and store an organized set of medical records with all
duplicates removed would improve efficiency for everyone: claims managers, injured workers, one-time
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examiners, new treating providers, etc. Funding technology changes to allow the Department to do this
would provide across-the-board benefits to the system.

Another miscellaneous issue is the problem with Self-Insured Employers hand-picking specific
physicians to conduct examinations. We support a rule-making process by the Department to regulate how
Self-Insured Employers select these examiners.

Increasing the Transparency of these Examinations

These one-time examinations are often ordered by the Department and Self-Insured Employers
because they do not trust or believe the recommendations made by the injured worker’s treating physicians.
While some examinations are ordered because the treating physician requests one where they do not rate
final impairment, they are not a majority of exams. The workers are warned, in the scheduling letters, that
failure to attend may result in the suspension of their claim. Injured workers have no illusions about these
examinations: they are not ordered for their benefit.

When it comes to worker rights in the examination process, the biggest issue for them is the ability
to record these examinations. These are forced examinations with a doctor they don’t know to potentially
challenge the recommendations and considered advice of their treating doctors and surgeons. These onetime examinations occur in a closed room, where the only witness is another non-medical expert (a friend or
family member). This lack of transparency diminishes the trust workers have in the process.

Washington is an outlier jurisdiction because it prevents injured workers from recording these
examination and restricts witnesses to only friends and family members. However, there are no similar
restrictions on recording of the examination by the doctors, who often record the workers’ answers to
questions and leave the recording on while the examination is conducted. The doctors then speak their
examination findings for the recording. They are currently under no obligation to keep and preserve these
recordings. Despite Washington being a two-party consent recording state, if an injured worker refused to
be recorded by an examiner, they would result in their being found non-cooperative per RCW 51.32.110.

The importance of transparency should be obvious, yet the current rules and regulations prohibit
that transparency. With recording, everyone will know exactly what was said by the doctor(s) and the
worker. With recording, everyone will be able to see the conduct of the workers and the doctor(s). If there
is a question about the sufficiency, completeness, or breadth of an examination, then with recording those
questions can be answered.
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The doctors should want recording as it protects them as much as it does the worker. There is
currently a malpractice lawsuit being pursued against a special examiner for injuries caused during an
examination. The Court of Appeals in Spokane just ruled that the lawsuit can move forward. If there are
any allegations of inappropriate behavior by doctor(s) or workers, recording of the examination would
answer a lot of questions from these types of incidents.

Recording an examination is no longer technologically difficult. Most workers have a recording
device in their pocket. If they do not have a witness, then they can audio record. With a witness present,
then they can video record in an unobtrusive manner. While a professional videographer may be
technically better, there is insufficient space in these examination rooms. Also, this creates unnecessary
cost to injured workers. The Legislature should not let the perfect be the enemy of the good.

There was a concern raised that workers may “perform” for the video. We already see in many
reports that one-time examining doctors accuse injured workers exaggerate their complaints and symptoms.
In other words, they already complain the workers are “performing” for the examination. The transparency
provided by the recording will verify such allegations.

During the third meeting the Department asserted that an examination is not an adversarial process
but is an adjudicative tool. Per ESSB 6440/RCW 51.36.070, an examination is only scheduled if an injured
worker’s doctor certifies they were injured on the job, or there is an objective worsening (reopening), or
there is a new medical condition caused by the injury, or a need for surgery caused by an injury, or is
recommending further conservative care, or certifying the workers inability to work. Once that happens,
the Department has a choice: it can either following the treating doctor’s recommendation or it can schedule
an examination to challenge those recommendations.

This is an adversarial act; to adjudicate is an adversarial act. On the list of reasons for a special
examination, the only potential non-adversarial examination is a PPD rating where the attending physician
refuses to rate. To schedule an examination is a signal by the Department they do not trust or believe the
treating provider. It is a signal by the Department that it is seeking to interfere in the doctor-patient
relationship of the injured worker.

The Department must also be mindful of the inherent power disparities between injured workers
and these one-time examiners. There is a basic status difference. If there is a dispute over what happened
during an examination, who is the Department more likely to believe (all things being equal): an orthopedic
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surgeon or an injured worker? This problem is magnified by comments and beliefs that injured workers are
being paid “$80,000 a year for doing nothing,” as was expressed by some members to the workgroup.

Injured workers are not trained medical professionals. They are not permitted to bring one with
them to the examination. Besides their lived experience of being examined by their own doctors, they have
no way of telling on their own if an examination was good or bad, complete or incomplete, straight-forward
or misleading. The primary thing they know is how long the examination took to complete. This is flatly
insufficient to verify the examiner performed a straight-forward, complete, and good examination.

The Panel Companies’ Representative’s response was to express outrage over how the Workers’
Representatives dared to impugn the integrity of these Board Certified doctors. Yet, in the same breath,
they speculated injured workers would be altering these recordings, impugning their integrity. They also
impugned the integrity of injured workers of accusing them, in advance, of performing for recording.

Again, if the examiners are doing straight-forward, complete, good examinations then they have
nothing to hide from a recording. Transparency increases everyone’s trust. Also, rather than selectively
record the examination themselves, these physicians can perform their own audio recording. The two
recordings can then be compared for alterations.

The Panel Companies also asserted that doctors will leave the system if they know they will be
recorded. If they are conducting full and fair examinations, then they should have nothing to hide. We
should not have physicians examining workers who are afraid of transparency.

Also, this is a bluff as no other state has the level of prohibitions on recording as Washington. No
other state prohibits recording as extensively as Washington. They are welcome to take their work to
another state where recording is also permitted. We should not let empty threats by independent contractors
interfere with protecting injured workers’ rights.

The Legislature should adopt the original language from SB 6440 to increase the transparency of
these examinations:

(c) A worker has the right to record either the audio, video, or both, of all examinations
ordered under this section, RCW 51.32.110, or by the board of industrial insurance appeals.
The worker must pay the costs of recording the examination and must provide one copy,
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upon request, to the department or self-insured employer within fourteen days of receiving
the request, but in no case prior to the issuance of a written report of examination. The
worker must take reasonable steps to ensure the recording equipment does not interfere
with the examination.

(d) The worker has the right to have one person, of the worker's choosing, present to
observe all examinations ordered under this section, RCW 51.32.110, or by the board of
industrial insurance appeals. The observer must be unobtrusive and not interfere with the
exam.

These workers face the indignity of a forced examination. Examiners with nothing to hide should embrace
recording. If examiners are concerned about the recording created by workers, nothing stops them from
making their own, complete recording like they currently do.

Some concerns have been raised that injured workers could alter these recordings. We think this
risk is low, as most workers do not have access to computers let alone powerful audio or video editing
software. Furthermore, examiners are currently recording part if not all of these examinations themselves.
These recordings are not routinely kept, but could be if the examiners concerns are so high. Regardless, in
our draft legislative proposal, we provide that where it is proven an injured worker has materially altered
such recordings and those alterations lead to the wrongful receipt of benefits, those benefits would be
repayable. The Act already has repayment provisions in RCW 51.32.240. This should allay any concerns.

In summary, the Department’s current rules prohibiting all recordings prevent transparent oversight
of examiners. These examinations are, by their very nature, adversarial. Having an untrained observer in
the room is an insufficient safeguard and does not promote the workers’ trust in the outcome. Recording
technology is widely available and no longer requires professional videographers. Doctors, if they are
concerned about alterations, can make their own audio recordings as an independent record. The original
SB 6440 language permitting such recording should be adopted by the legislature.

The Department’s Work Group Report

We are disappointed in the Department’s overall approach taken in preparing their
recommendations. As designed, the ESSB 6440 work group was equally balanced between business and
labor, Democrat and Republican. It is not surprising to us that on the most needed reforms to our system,
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the work group split evenly: 50-50. What is surprising is that in the face of such a split, the Department
gttttttttttttttttttttttttendorsed the status quo.

Rather than championing changes, the Department-endorsed status quo simply sides with the
interest of business over the interests of labor. A guiding principle of our system of Industrial Insurance is
that where a question is evenly divided, all doubts must be resolved in favor of the injured worker. The
Department has failed to lead.

The following are specific responses to the Department’s recommendations:

•

Enforce current consultation rules: while this is necessary, this recommendation is not
sufficient to meet the needs of injured workers. These current rules have been in place for
at least a decade and the Department has failed to enforce them. Their expressed inability
to provide adequate oversight to Self-Insured examinations makes this promise even more
meaningless.

•

Rule making to define case progress: we support this rule-making so long as it does not
result in a rule so-broad that it becomes the justification for every single exam. If the rule
does not meaningfully limit the volume of examinations, it is being made without purpose.

•

Invest in better exams: rather than recommending meaningful limits on the volume of
examinations and allow for meaningful transparency, the Department wants to pay these
doctors more. We do not oppose changing how doctors are paid and to provide incentives
to entice doctors to travel to underserved areas or to entice doctors in under-served
specialties to become examiners. But paying doctors more without an increase in
protections for injured workers is neither fair nor just.

•

Investing in technology: we support improving the Department’s technology to make it
easier for doctors, injured workers, and others to easily access a concise, chronological set
of medical records.

•

Focusing on claims with “too many” exams: The original SB 6440 did exactly that as does
our new proposed legislation. This is an empty promise that maintains the status quo. As
noted above, providing a 1-per-issue cap to examinations provides the solution to claims
with too many exams, without hampering the Department’s ability to administer other
claims.

•

Self-Insured ordered exams: From the very first report of the Self-Insured Ombuds, the
problem of exams in Self-Insured claims has been brought front-and-center to the
legislature and Department. The Department does not support any meaningful changes to
this unjust status quo. Without a hard cap, the Department must be given statutory limits
for the ordering of Self-Insured Examinations.
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•

Examination Notice Requirements: The Department does not support increasing the notice
period for either its own exams or Self-Insured examinations. Nor does the Department
affirmatively support adopting explicit authority to place such examinations on hold, with
reasonable limitations, where a timely, valid dispute has been filed. The Department
identified during the meetings that it has inadequate time to provide meaningful oversight,
pre-examination, in Self-Insured claims. This endorsement of the status quo is an
abdication of the Department’s oversight responsibility. The Department should adopt
policies and rules to give it the ability to provide timely, pre-examination oversight of
examinations.

•

Setting deadlines to send records to exam firms: We do not oppose this most minor of
reforms.

•

Scheduling all examinations through the Department: this reform becomes necessary where
the Department abdicates its oversight role in disputed Self-Insured examinations.

•

Limiting the hand-selection of examiners by Self-Insureds: Meaningful rules that eliminate
this practice would eliminate the need to have the Department schedule all examinations.

•

Improving the examination-complaint filing process: the complaint forms should be
included in all examination-notice letters. Providing links is helpful, but providing the
actual form is better.

•

Recording of examinations: This is an essential and necessary reform to protect injured
workers. If the doctors are concerned about alterations, then they can simply keep their
own audio recordings of the examinations.

•

Ending Preponderance or Cumulative Examinations: The Department refuses to support a
reform that their own data shows will improve efficiency and reduce delay in claims
adjudication.

Proposed Legislation

In light of the adoption of ESSB 6440 last legislative session, we recommend the Legislature adopt
further amendments to RCW 51.36.070:

(1)(a) Whenever the department or the self-insurer deems it necessary in order to (i) make a
decision regarding claim allowance or reopening, (ii) resolve a new medical issue, an
appeal, or case progress, or (iii) evaluate the worker's permanent disability or work
restriction, a worker shall submit to examination by a physician or physicians selected by
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the department, with the rendition of a report to the person ordering the examination, the
attending physician, and the injured worker.

(b) The examination must be at a place reasonably convenient to the injured
worker, or alternatively utilize telemedicine if the department determines telemedicine is
appropriate for the examination. For purposes of this subsection, "reasonably convenient"
means at a place where residents in the injured worker's community would normally travel
to seek medical care for the same specialty as the examiner. The department must address
in rule how to accommodate the injured worker if no approved medical examiner in the
specialty needed is available in that community.

(c) The total number of examinations per claim is limited as follows:
(i) One examination prior to an order under RCW 51.52.050 or 51.52.060, allowing
or denying a new claim, becoming final and binding.

(ii) One examination for a permanent disability evaluation. Another permanent
disability evaluation examination is allowed following each time a claim is reopened under
RCW 51.32.160 or after completion of further treatment if the department or self-insurer
authorizes curative or rehabilitative treatment.

(iii) One examination following the filing of any application to reopen a claim
under RCW 51.32.160 and prior to a final order under RCW 51.52.050 or 51.52.060
allowing or denying reopening of the claim.

(iv) Additional examinations may be performed after a final allowance order or
final order to reopen a claim and prior to any permanent disability evaluation but no more
than one examination per each new medical issue.

(v) The Department shall adopt rules to address when it may order an examination
or request the attending physician to arrange a consultation where injured workers do not
improve with sustained treatment.

(d) In claims involving self-insured employers:
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(i) Notices of examinations scheduled pursuant to RCW 51.36.070 must be mailed
to the injured worker no later than twenty-eight days prior to the examination.

(ii) Where a timely dispute of the examination has been filed by injured worker,
the department shall adjudicate whether or not the injured worker should be compelled to
attend.

(iii) The department shall adopt rules governing what constitutes and timely
dispute and under what circumstances it may delay such examinations to complete its
investigation.

(2) The department or self-insurer shall provide the physician performing an
examination with all relevant medical records from the worker's claim file. The director, in
his or her discretion, may charge the cost of such examination or examinations to the selfinsurer or to the medical aid fund as the case may be. The cost of said examination shall
include payment to the worker of reasonable expenses connected therewith.

(3) For purposes of this section, "examination" means a physical or mental
examination by a medical care provider licensed to practice medicine, osteopathy, podiatry,
chiropractic, dentistry, psychology, or psychiatry at the request of the department or selfinsured employer or by order of the board of industrial insurance appeals.

(4) (a) A worker has the right to record either the audio, video, or both, of all
examinations ordered under this section, RCW 51.32.110, or by the board of industrial
insurance appeals. The worker must pay the costs of recording the examination and must
provide one copy, upon request, to the department or self-insured employer within fourteen
days of receiving the request, but in no case prior to the issuance of a written report of
examination. The worker must take reasonable steps to ensure the recording equipment
does not interfere with the examination.

(b) Any material alteration of the recording by the injured worker or done on their
behalf that results in the receipt of benefits may be subject to repayment of those benefits
pursuant to RCW 51.32.240.
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(c) The worker has the right to have one person, of the worker's choosing, present
to observe all examinations ordered under this section, RCW 51.32.110, or by the board of
industrial insurance appeals. The observer must be unobtrusive and not interfere with the
exam.

(4) (5) This section applies prospectively to all claims regardless of the date of injury.

We also recommend that RCW 51.32.195 be amended to provide the Department quicker oversight over
disputes filed by injured workers:

On any industrial injury claim where the self-insured employer or injured worker has
requested a determination by the department, the self-insurer must submit all medical
reports and any other specified information not previously submitted to the department.
When the department requests information from a self-insurer by certified mail, the selfinsurer shall electronically submit all information in its possession concerning a claim
within ten five working days from the date of receipt of such certified notice.

Summary

There is no legitimate reason for the Department to conduct Preponderance or Cumulative
Examinations. If an attending physician disagrees with the opinions of a one-time examiner, then the
Department should decide which opinion it is following. It should not create an additional 50 to 90-day
delay by ordering a Preponderance or Cumulative Examination.

All examinations should be scheduled by the Department. Injured workers should be given a
greater opportunity, prior to an examination, to have disputes investigated and resolved. They should not be
forced to choose between conceding a legitimate dispute by attending an examination or risk having their
claim suspended for after-the-fact non-cooperation.

The current examination process lacks sufficient transparency to protect injured workers. The vast
majority of jurisdictions do not prohibit injured workers from recording examinations. They also do not
limit who can attend as a witness. Good examiners who perform good examinations have nothing to hide
from the recording of exams. Washington should provide injured workers greater protection and
reassurance by allowing recording.
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